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This supplementary material explains how we learn
the CNN feature embedding for the tag prediction system used in Sec. 6.2 of our manuscript of Salient Object
Subitizing.
We learn the feature embedding for the K-NearestNeighbor (KNN) image search using the 6M training
images from the Adobe Stock Image website (the same
images as used for the KNN retrieval database). Each
training image has 30-50 user provided tags. We pick
about 18K most frequent tags for our dictionary. For
each image, we keep the first 20 tags and extract a term
frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) representation out of these tags. Formally, we have
N
tfidf (t, d, D) = δ(t, d) log(1 + ),
(1)
nt
where t is a word in the dictionary, d is the tag set
associated with the given image, and D is the overall
corpus containing all the tag sets associated with the
images in our dataset. δ(t, d) = 1 when t ∈ d and 0
otherwise. N equals the number of images and nt is the
number of images that have the tag t.
Then the tag set associated with an image can be
represented by a ∼18K-D vector where each entry is the
TF-IDF value calculated by Eqn. 1. We L2-normalize
these tag TF-IDF vectors and group these vectors into
6000 clusters using k-means. We denote each cluster as
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a pseudo-class and assign the pseudo-class label to the
images belonging to this cluster. To obtain the image
feature embedding, we train a CNN image classifier for
the pseudo-classes. We adopt the GoogleNet architecture (Szegedy et al., 2015) and train the model using
the softmax loss function. Instead of training the model
from scratch, we perform fine-tuning on the GoogleNet
model pre-train on ImageNet. We set the batch size to
32 and fine-tune the model for 3 epochs. The fine-tuning
starts with a learning rate of 0.01 and we multiply it
by 0.1 after each epoch. After that, the 1024D average
pooling layer of the fine-tuned model gives the feature
embedding for the KNN image retrieval.
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